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What’s the Big Idea?

1) A huge, asymmetrical cloud of antimatter is sitting at 
the center of our galaxy.

2) After thirty years, we still have no idea why it’s there.

There are two:



Overview

• Modes of positron annihilation

• Historical detection and characterization

• Main focus: recent results 

• Suggested positron sources

• A few difficulties



Positron Annihilation 
Mechanisms

• Electron-positron capture: 
free electrons, or ionization 
of gas molecules

• Two main annihilation 
modes:

• 511 keV line emission

• 3-photon continuum 
(favored ~ 13:1)

Brown & Leventhal (1987)



Annihilation Detection

• Johnson et al (1972)

• Balloon-based 
instrument detects first 
significant e+ signature

• Nuclear de-excitation 
suggested as source

473 ± 30 keV



Annihilation Identification

• Leventhal et al (1978) positively identify annihilation line; 
tentatively identify positronium continuum component

• Suggest β-decayers as a primary source



Annihilation Characterization

• Kinzer et al (2001): improved Compton/OSSE resolution 
(11° x 4°) allows measurement of first 1D profiles

• Attempt to fit bulge, halo, disk models; best fit is a “nova-
like” (truncated ellipsoid) distribution

• β-decay (Al, Ni, Ti) suggested to account for ~100% of e+ 

511 keV 
line

511 keV 
line



INTEGRAL on the 
scene

• ESA gamma-ray 
observatory (2004)

• Spectrograph: 
R ~ 200,  ~ 3 ° 
resolution w/mask

• Key advantage: much tighter 
angular resolution

ESA / Integral



Integral Observations

Galactic exposure map:
contours are ~106 s
(~2 years at 0° ,0°)

Weidenspointner et al (2008)



Initial Integral Results

• Knödlseder et al (2006): first disk-emission 
detection 

• Bulge emission doesn’t track current bulge 
models 

• No satisfactory “tracer maps” found, 
though older population tracks better than 
young



Asymmetrical Emission
• Significant (3.8 σ) longitudinal asymmetry in 

annihilation line flux (factor of ~2)

• Model fits imply inner disk source

• Flux disparity is model-independent

Weidenspointner et al (2008)

LR deconvolved 511 keV flux map



• Bulge-subtracted 
longitudinal plots

• Factor of ~1.8 
difference in flux

Weidenspointner et al (2008)



Putative Positron- 
Producing Phenomena

• Novae - require either high e+ escape fraction 
(~75%) or high nova rates (~1600 yr-1)  

• Supernovae - uncertain (but plausible) SN 
rate; vague e+ yields and escape fractions

• Low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXB) - require 
significant escape fraction and e+ diffusion

• None of these are predicted to have 
detectable 511 keV signatures!



LMXB Correlation
• LMXB distribution matches 511 keV 

emission distribution

• Diffusion could give close LMXBs surface 
brightness below current sensitivity

• Escape fraction problem swept under the rug

LR deconvolved 511 keV flux map Galactic LMXB distribution



Difficulties

• Correlation does not imply causation!

• Positron diffusion through ISM 

• Uncertainties in e+ production rates

• Currently, no point-source detections



Conclusions

• Robust asymmetry detection

• LMXB correlation plausible but unproven:  
Antimatter source still unknown

• INTEGRAL mission extended to 2012




